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Students, faculty continue to protest layoffs
By Carissa W'reden
Staff W riter

Amid picket
signs
and
/ - « O
chants of “Save
C al
P oly,”
memoers of the
engineering
technology and
home economics departme.its
spoke out Thursday against the
Cal Poly a d m in is tr a tio n ’s
decision to lay off faculty m both
departments.
Students and faculty alike are
upset about the loss of faculty in
the two departments, they fear a
severe drop in the quality of both
programs.
There are feelings of resent
ment among the students.
Bemie Carr will be graduat
ing from the ET program this
quarter. Carr, the public rela
tions head for the American
Society of Engineering Tech
nologists, said, “I feel teiTible
about the situation. There’s been
no effort by administration for
due process in this issue. They
teach us values and ethics —
where are their ethics in this
situation? It’s more than just a
budget problem. It’s an ego
problem and an a ttitu d e
problem.”
The layoffs are being fought
on the grounds of legitimacy. Ac
cording to Jim Conway, presi
dent of the local chapter of the
California Faculty Association,
See PROTEST, page 13
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Upset about layoffs In the ET and home economics departments, students and faculty rally in front of the Administration Building

Group seeks new ordinance to
help clean up neighborhoods
By Krystn Shrieve
Staff Writer

Residents for Quality Neigh
borhoods is proposing a new
city ordinan ce req u irin g
property maintenance for the
residential areas of San Luis
Obispo.
The purpose is to promote
the health, safety and general
welfare of the public by requir
ing a standard of maintenance
for private property.
Rob Bryn of San Luis
Obispo’s community develop
ment department said the or
dinance was originally created
in 1989. At that time, however,
the City Council decided to
postpone a decision. At the re
quest of RQN, the issue was
recently brought up again.
According to the ordinance,
it will “protect the livability,
a p p e a r a n c e , so c ia l and
economic stability of the city by
protecting the public from
health and safety hazards and
the impairments of property

i

values resulting from neglect
and deterioration of property.”
It discusses the possible
dangers of abandoned build
ings and hazardous weeds and
debris. It also prohibits
broken-down or discarded fur
niture in front or side yards,
porches and rooftops.
“That’s what backyard sheds
and storage units are for,” Bryn
said. “It’s not really ap
propriate to have couches,
bobsleds and other garbage in
your front yard for the rest of
the neighborhood to look at,”
said Bryn.
RQN chairperson Dotty
Conner said there is a real
need for this type of ordinance.
“Throughout the years,
there has been some indication
of deterioration of some areas
in our community. If you walk
down the street and see houses
with weeds, trash, abandoned
vehicles and other deteriora
tion, you won’t want to live
there. Things like that bring
property values down. This or-

Cross-cultural seminar
breaks ethnic barriers
By Monique McCarty
Staff Writer

“i have a sincere
interest in making
the community a
safe place to live.”
Penny Pappa,
council member

dinance will help enhance our
neighborhoods and keep the
community looking nice.”
Conner said that the or
dinance is modeled after a
similar ordinance in San Jose.
“Their particular model is
quite restrictive, but we still
decided to pattern our or
dinance after theirs. We also
added other aspects which are
particular to San Luis Obispo,”
C o n n e r
s a i d .
Sec ORDINANCE, page 14

The destruction of com
munication barriers between ASI
and ethnic groups has begun.
ASI’s first cross-cultural
workshop was presented last
Saturday.
The workshop was sponsored
by ASI Cultural Relations Com
mittee and the Cultural Advisory
Committee.
Campus Dining and El Corral
supported this event by donating
f(K)d and name tags for workshop
participants.
About 40 people attended the
workshop, with equal represen
tation from ASI and ethnic club
leaders, said Phil Eugenio, mem
ber of the Cultural Awareness
Committee.
“I was really impressed with
the way ev ery th in g came
together,” said I^ger De Leon,
ASI Ethnic Relations Coor
dinator and vice chairperson for
the Cultural Awareness Commit
tee. “I cannot express how happy
I am about the whole thing. A lot

of ethnic clubs responded well. I
sat in awe. I was so impressed.”
Tullia Davis Basowa, the
workshop leader and keynote
speaker, facilitated various exer
cises and ice breakers to stimu
late communication between ASI
and ethnic clubs.
“The point was to communi
cate,” Eugenio said. “This
workshop got people just to talk
with each other.”
“A lot of opinions were ex
pressed,” De Leon said.
“This was one of the first
times TXillia has worked with
students. She was very receptive
to the group and they were to
her. She kept things in perspec
tive.”
Most of the issu es the
workshop committee wanted to
talk about were addressed.
Some important issues men
tioned by ethnic club leaders
were for ASI to follow through
with what it says and to show
support by being present at
various ethnic events.
“ASI is sincere and working
See WORKSHOP, page 6
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Vídeo: Korea is years Government runs out Officials: too many kids
from producing bomb of surplus food banks die of careless injuries
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — A video sup
plied by North Korea indicates the Pyon
gyang government is still years away from
producing a nuclear bomb, a U.N. official
said Thursday.
But David Kyd, a spokesman for the In
ternational Atomic Energy Agency, said the
footage was insufficient to produce a con
clusive analysis of the Communist nation’s
nuclear capability.
Earlier Western intelligence reports have
suggested that North Korea was close to
producing a nuclear bomb before it agreed to
submit to international inspection.
Kyd said the video shows buildings and equipment at the Yongbyon nuclear center
and was made during a recent visit to North
Korea by Hans Blix, the U.N. agency’s direc
tor general.
“The video shows the five-megawatt
power reactor they have, a radio chemical
laboratory we judge is only 40 percent com
plete and two reactors under construction,”
Kyd said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Food banks
nationwide are turning away thousands of
hungry Americans because the federal
government is running out of surplus flour,
canned goods and peanut butter to stock
their shelves.
The Agriculture Department says its
warehouses of surplus commodities are near
ly bare and it has spent almost all of the
$120 million budgeted this year to buy
canned goods and other food for distribution
to low-income Americans.
Some of the purchased food may still be in
the pipeline, but anti-hunger activists worry
it won’t last long.
A record 25.7 million Americans — more
than one in 10 — are receiving food stamps.
But the activists say those benefits run out
before the end of the month, so many
families stretch their meals with the USDA
giveaways.
And with the onset of summer, families
with children who had been receiving a free
See NATION, page 12

SACRAMENTO (AP) — State health offi
cials say too many children are dying
®
result of injuries that might be prevented by
keeping a stronger guard against childhood
dangers.
“There are a lot of hazards, said w ger
Trent, co-author of a report on child injuries
intended to alert parents to the kind of in
juries that are killing eight children in
California every day.
“Injury control is the m^or public health
issue confronting those who want to better
the lot of California’s children,” says the
report released Wednesday by the state
health services department.
State Health Director Molly Coye said the
death rate of nearly 3,000 a year is equivalent to wiping out more than ^ven
grade schools. The real tragedy, she said^, is
that “all of these injuries are preventable.”
Key findings of the report included:
— Car accidents were the leading cause of
death among children, followed by drowning.

YOU TAKE OFF

Take steps to
stop global,
local hunger
By Carina Carra
Special to the Daily
Have you ever seen them?
Perhaps near a freeway off
ramp or outside of a grocery
store? Standing there with a
humble, handmade sign that
conveys the simple plea
“WILL WORK FOR FOOD”?
Many o f us take for
granted the opportunity we
have to consume foods that
will nourish our bodies. Some
times we even fret over the
choices we have to select
See NUTRITION, page 12

See STATP:, page 12

Attention Grads,
Here's our gift to you!

F O R T H E S U M M E R ...
L IG H T E N Y O U R L O A D ...

WE B U Y
U S E D C L O T H IN G !

IN THE NETWORK MALL

2 0 %

off
fILL T ’S H I R T S
with coupon below

(

Buy 5 T-shirts, got 1 FREE

Full Circle
(in the Creamery)

5 4 4 -5 6 1 1
570 Higuera #10

IT DOESN’T TAKE A DOWN PAYMENT
TO GET YOUR HANDS ON THIS.

I

c o u po n ’

20% OFF ANY T-SHIRT I
Of buy 5 shirts, got 1 fr« t

2

WOWZERS
in the Netw ork M all
7 78 Higuera St., S an Luis O bispo

CONSIDERING LIVING
IN A HOUSE NEXT YEAR
INSTEAD OF AN APARTMENT?
THEN CONSIPER THE H IP P E N COSTS:
'Hater bills, sewer and garbage fees, cable TV charges
CONSIPER THE FACILITIES USUALLY M IS S IN G :
On-site management^ prompt maintenance service,
laundry faciliUes, swimming pool, private parking lot,
security, home furnishings, landscape maintenance
CONSIPER THE PAILY GRINP OF DRIVING :
On-campus parking shortage, $ 3 6 quarterly permits,
fuel costs, depreciation and insurance risk, increased
congestion and air pollution, wasted time, frustration

JUST A RECENT COLLEGE DEGREE.
'P ^ ^
4 If you lust received your college degree, it could be the key to a new
^
j r m Mitsubishi Take your pick A sporty Eclipse, a rugged Montero, a roomy
.
. Galant, an affordable Mirage, or even a tough MITSUBISHI A
Mighty Max pickup Just see your Mitsubishi Motors Dealer today for details riu' wot 11IS^rtimg .iiiiiiMil *

IF ALL THIS APPS UF TO MORE THAN
YOU PAROAINEP FOR, SEE HOW MUCH
EASIER IT CAN 3E.
COME SEE US!
(T .

KIMBALL MITSUBISHI
1144 M O N T E R E Y
SLO
543-7772

C A S IT A :
DELUXE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM TOW NHOMES
Three blocks from campus
Renting now: 5 4 3 2 0 3 2
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Speaker brings Multiculturalism 101 to Poly
By Joe Cohen
Staff Writer

“Welcome to Multiculturalism
101, where we all learn to get
along with each other,” guest
speaker Ruben Martinez told an
audience of more than 100 people
Wednesday,
Martinez, co-host of KCETTV’s nightly public affairs
program “Life and Times,” spoke
about “LA. after the Riots: Mul
ticulturalism as Myth and
Reality” in U.U. room 220,
The room was filled with
young and old, black and white.
Latino and Oriental, Cal Poly
students and teachers.
Martinez said that the riots
were inevitable, in light of an in

globe that is supposed to support hour and answered questions for tion is the election of a bil
creasing growth in tension,
lionaire.”
“There was a 200 percent in- one thing — the glamour of Hol a little more than an hour.
A student asked Martinez
ji'Oiitifc in racial hate crimes in lywood, films and rock and roll
Another student welcomed
L.A. last year. Add the Rodney — when the complete opposite is about the budget cuts in the Martinez to campus and told him
CSU, to which he responded, he was glad that Cal Poly finally
King situation and the terrible going on in the same city.”
Martinez
also
read
some
es
“The reality is there isn’t going brought someone he could relate
economic situation in LA., and
says
and
poems
from
his
new
to be any revenue, and I’m to on campus.
something had to give,” Martinez
jbook
“The
Other
Side:
Fault
surprised the student response
said.
“Do we gently rock the boat or
Lines,
Guerrilla
Saints,
and
the
has been as subdued as it has
“For three days we went over
turn
it over?” Martinez asked.
been.”
the cliff. Now were right back on True Heart of Roll.”
“That
is the question for the
His essays and poems rein
A Latino in the audience com
the edge of it.”
rest
of
the
decade.”
Martinez spoke of the 500,000 force the importance of the word pared the “bunch of white kids
Martinez said afterward that
people unemployed in Los An “we” instead of the word “they.” who got out of hand” at Poly
Royal
to
the
“gangbangers
and
One
of
his
poems
echoes
this
sen
he
thought the discussion was
geles and Tbm Bradley’s image of
cholos”
who,
he
said,
basically
timent,
“There
must
be
some
good.
“Even though San Luis
an emerald city that never
did
the
same
thing
in
Los
An
sense
of
shared
fate
within
these
Obispo
seems so far removed,
trickled down to South Central
geles.
200
miles
from L.A., the same
ashes.”
LA.
When
someone
brought
up
the
Martinez’s speech elicited an
misunderstood tension exists
“Where do we go from here?”
enthusiastic response from his idea of a grass-roots revolution, here and every other mixed com
Martinez asked, “I don’t know to
Martinez responded, “The closest munities, on campus, suburbia
audience,
be perfectly honest. We’re (L.A)
Martinez spoke for close to an thing we have to a grass revolu and the inner city.”
beaming an image across the

Earth Summit delegates Keeping bad checks in check
discuss biological treaty County program excels at collection correction
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) —
Little time was wasted on for
malities as negotiators at the
Earth Sum m it im m ediately
faced a most contentious issue:
Washington’s refusal to sign a
treaty to preserve the world’s
biological diversity.
William K. Reilly, director of
the Environmental Protection
Agency and head of the U.S.
delegation, said during a briefing
Wednesday, the summit’s open
in g day, th a t the trea ty
threatens the growing U.S.
biotechnology industry.
“They always say that, but it
comes down to money,” said
Scott Hajost, a former State
Department lawyer now with the
Environmental Defense Fund.
Reilly said the United States

is concerned it will have to con
tribute too much to the main
tenance of biological resources,
and that the decisions about how
the money is spent would be
m ade by th e d e v e lo p in g
countries, where most biological
resources occur.
But environmentalists say
they believe the United States
could be induced to sign the
treaty with minor changes that
might be acceptable to other na
tions.
Canada and England are
am ong th e in d u s tr ia liz e d
countries that have pledged to
sign the treaty, which was
negotiated in Nairobi in May in
preparation for the Rio summit.
See SUMMIT, page 5

By Glenn PDlkare
Staff Writer

Trying to collect on a bad
check can som etim es be
tougher than pulling teeth, but
not if you know who to call.
. The San Luis Obispo* Bad
Check Writing Enforcement
Program is a revenue offset
program (not funded by tax
payers money) that aids people
in collecting on bad checks for
free.
The 3-year-old program,
headed by Leigh Lawrence,
was originally a small claims
advice desk. *^6 had to answer

th o u s a n d s of q u e s tio n s ,’
Lawrence said.
D istrict Attorney Barry
LaBarbera asked Lawrence if
she would be interested in
starting the program, and she
agreed. Lawrence spent eight
months researching and in
specting other programs before
she initiated the San Luis
County program in 1989.
Since then, the program has
collected $851,113 from bad
check writers. The program
currently has more than 23,000
outstan^nfiT cases.
“We’ll hit the million dollar
mark th is year,” Lawrence
said.

Paula Rockenstein, a 1989
Cal Poly graduate and full-time
program employee, said that
offenders are given two chances
to pay their debt before the
case is turned over to the dis
trict attorney.
Once a victim has submitted
a bad check to the program of
fice, Lawrence and her staff
take over.
The violator will receive a
letter informing them they
have passed a bad check. The
bad check writer must the pay
the amount of the check plus a
$25 administrative fee to the
program. If the first letter goes
ignored, a second is sent. The
Sec CHECKS, page 13
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On the lawn near Engr. West
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HAPPY HOUR:
1/2 price tap drinks
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8pm - 11pm

Quick Pick-up.
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The beach scene has changed
since
Frankie
and
Annette
By Noel Eidsmore
“The girls on the beeu;h, are
all within reach, if you know
what to do.”
Right. The reason the Beach
Boys put this to song was be
cause all they had to do was
break into a chorus of “Surfer
Girl” and bikinis surrounded
them.
Nowadays, it takes more than
a hit single to approach the
curvy, oiled beings crisping
themselves under the glaring
eyes of the Sun God.
In fact, summer and the
whole beach scene has changed
immeasurably since the days the
Beach Boys and Frankie and An
nette ruled the sand.
There is no longer any need to
turn to Charles Atlas to get back
at the guy who kicked sand in
your face. Steroids are readily
available for the quick fix. Your
girl will be impressed as well,
even if future generations are in
question.
I have never seen anyone
dancing on the beach like they
did in the old “beach blanket”
movies. Beaches now feature a
hell of a lot more blasting radios,
and lots of different music to
choose from, too. Still, no danc
ing.
Remember the movie “Clam
bake,” when Elvis beat Bill Bixby
in a speedboat race to win the
girl? No connection, just a fond
memory I thought I’d mention.
In the gixxi old days, Frankie
and Annette were the King and
Queen of the sand, so they were
an instant couple, once FVankie
vanquished the guy with the big
muscles and the bad attitude, by
hitting with a surfboard and a
song. Everyone else just paired
up naturally, and all were happy
at the bonfire.
But things have changed,
mostly because women have
decided to compete for the stares
hidden behind Ray-Bans and
Oakleys, and the sudden intakes
of breath when they remove their

outer beachwear.
(Is this why women always
drop to the ground like they’re
being shot at when they take
their shorts off at the beach?)
Actually, women are far more
critical of other women than men
are. When at the beach with my
girlfriend and some of her
Wends, the only person I heard
them tear up worse than the sur
rounding women was the pastywhite guy with a Fu-Manchu
mustache and cutoff jean shorts
that covered a lot less than was
humanly decent.
It should be noted that many
of them are not there to torture
men by wearing less than they
‘wear under their everyday cloth
ing. I am told that women dress
to impress other women, or at

least to not become a victim of
the acidic tongue of their fellow
species.
Women probably go to the
beach and get tan so that other
women won’t say “Look how
white she is,” while guys go so
that girls won’t say “Look how
white he is.”
I tend to think of the beach as
a bar with way too much sand, a
lot of lotion and no alcohol. (At
least not being sold on the actual
sand here in California.) If there
were dancing, it would be the
same damn thing, except there
would be more guys watching to
see girls falling slowly out of
their tops with each bass note.
This brings us to one of the
major problems with the world
as we know it today. Judging

people by their outsides and not
their insides.
The beach is an even better
example than a typical pickup
joint, since so much more skin is
visible, and it takes a much
braver man than normal to ap
proach a girl he doesn’t know at
the beach and ask her if she
wants to dance.
But who would this brave guy
ask? Surely the smartest girl on

put together nicer than others,
some faces are more attractive to
the eye and that a good tan is
often more important than a
good personality. My challenge to
beach goers this summer is this:
Men, don’t judge the fairer sex
by how well they fill out their
suits, at least not loud enough
for them to hear you. Have some
class, even if you’re “compliment
ing” someone. Women are sensi
tive enough about how they look
the beach, if he could find her. as it is. Why else are anorexia
Maybe the one reading her “In and bulimia so prevalent among
Pursuit of National Interests” college-age women?
workbook? Or the tanless girl in
They probably already know
the one-piece from the ’70s? they’ve got a body that could
Probably not, unless she happens have kept the Berlin Wall from
to have what Monty F^hon falling, or one that probably
would call “huge tracts of land.”
won’t make the cover of Sports
I realize that some bodies are Illustrated. Go to a retirement
community sometime and see
how older bodies end up, and
youll see the value of personality
and intelligence.
And girls, if a guy has the
huevos to come up and try and
talk to you, without drooling, and
he isn’t the man of your dreams,
try not to release the napalm too
soon.
What I’m trying to say is, take
nothing at face value, no matter
how good it may look in a swim
suit. Just because something has
a nice body doesn’t mean the in
terior is flawless as well. And if a
little bondo wouldn’t hurt, it
doesn’t mean the steering wheel
isn’t leather-wrapped.
Car analogies aside, respect
each other this summer, and the
beach won’t be such a test of
one’s self-esteem.
“The girls on the beach, are
all within reach, and one waits
there for you.”
Noel Eidsmore is a journalism
senior. This is his second quarter
reporting for Mustang Daily.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Headline caused
crew confusion
I am a member of the Cal
Poly Crew team, and spend
about 30 hours a week train
ing. I guess you could say that
crew is my life. This morning I
thought my life was over;
perusing the Mustang Daily, I
stumbled upon the large, bold
headline, “Crew faces elimina
tion because of alcohol.”
After three m inutes of
blackout I came to and read
through the article to find that
“crew” was not the crew team,
but the crew event which takes
place during Greek Week.
I hold no ginidges, but ask a
favor. In the future, remember
that a large part of Cal Poly is
not greek, and not familiar
with Greek Week events. Most
of Cal Poly is affiliated with or

has some knowledge of the
crew team, and that headlines
can be misleading.
C h ris A rnold
C o m p u te r E n g in e e rin g

Unoriginal vocab
is great...NOT!
I am writing this letter be
cause, although information
and opinions about topics such
as the budget cuts and polySCOPE are important and

often quite interesting, I feel
there is a heated issue that is
being overlooked. The issue of
which I am speaking is the use
of the word “not” in the English
language.
The “N” word, for the past
several months, has been driv
ing me up the damn wall. I
can’t go a day without hearing
someone use that word in the
“Wayne’s World” context. Every
time I hear it my body begins
to tense up and I get an in
credible sensation to do some
kind of bodily harm to the poor
person who spoke that evil

word. For crying out loud, I like
the movie too, but you guys
don’t understand what you’re
putting me through.
At first I thought it was just
me, but now I know I’m not
alone. I hear people on campus
use the forbidden “N” word and
I see others who are in ear shot
of the guilty party slowly roll
ing back their eyes in complete
disgust, while they plan the
murder of the “NO'T” speaker.
I first hea.d the phrase
(word) a few years ago from my
sister and I hesitate to say this,
but I thought it was pretty

Mustang Daily's opinion staff
...would like to thank all letter and commentary writers for their contributions during the 1991-92 academic year. Whether printed or not, every
single submission was greatly appreciated.

funny. Now, after Wayne’s
World got a hold of it, all hell
has been breaking loose. I don’t
understand why people say it!
Instead of saying, “I failed that
test,” they come up with such
originals as “I did really well
on that test, NOT!!” God, it
makes me cringe!!
All I’m asking is to be
caring. Dracula had the cross, I
have the “N” word. I don’t want
to scare those of you who use
the word but you really are
taking your life into your own
hands. I don’t know where and
I don’t know when, but I
guarantee someone is going to
snap. It may be me or it may be
some other poor individual who
has been in agony for a little
too long, but it’s going to hap
pen, just wait.
E d M cG onagle
A g B u sin ess

TH E LA ST MUSTANG DAILY STAFF BOX 1991 - 1992 ... SEE YA!
Mr. Sandman - J a s o n F o s t e r
Mom - P a t t y H a y e s
Opinion Dictator-P e t e r H a r t l a u b
Chicken Salad Boy - J o e T a r ic a
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SUMMIT
From page 3

Environmentalists say Prime
Minister John Major of England
is expected to stop in Washington
on his way to Rio to press Presi
dent Bush to sign the treaty.
The summit is the largest
gathering ever of world leaders,
and is to include Bush among
more than 120 attending heads
of state.
By the time it concludes June
14, the 15,000 delegates hope to
salvage key agreements on tech
nology transfer, ocean pollution,
forest protection, population con
trol, and environmentally safe
development.
At the summit’s opening,
diplomats and world leaders
were asked to rise and bow their
heads for two minutes in silence
for a sick and fragile planet.
“Tb see all those diplomats
stand up and take two minutes
out in honor of the Earth marked
a cultural revolution in the
m aking,” said Michael Oppenheimer, a senior scientist
with the Environmental Defense
Fund.
“That cultural revolution
could save the Earth.”
The meeting marks the cul
mination of 21/2 years of often

rancorous negotiation s. In
dustrialized and developing na
tions have clashed over who
should be blamed for fouling the
environment and who should pay
for the clean-up.
Summit organizers estimate
cleaning up the Earth could cost
$125 billion a year — about twice
the $61.1 billion price tag to fight
the Persian Gulf war. Industrial
nations currently provide $55
billion in aid to developing na
tions.
The n egotiation s led to
several declarations, in addition
to the biodiversity treaty and a
treaty to curb the emissions of
carbon dioxide and other gases
thought to contribute to global
warming.
The United States, the world’s
biggest producer of carbon
dioxide, has agreed to sign the
global warming treaty. But it
first forced elimination of lan
guage that would limit C02
emissions to 1990 levels by the
year 2000. Such requirements
had been sought by European
nations.
Bush says stiff legislation
would stunt recovery of the
r e c e s s io n -m ir e d A m erica n
economy in an election year.
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City Council commission
advises on social affairs
By Noel Eidsmore
Staff W ritw

how to allocate $90,000 every
Bredney said. “It’s not a mqjor
year to non-profit organizations
problem, but it’s a problem.”
in San Luis Obispo such as
The commission also recently
Hospice and Easter Seals.
finished a human needs assess
T^e HRC has also been track ment, which was conducted to
ing hate violence crimes, espe find out how the community feels
cially racially motivated fights at
about human and s(x;ial services.
high schools, in the last year.
Hossli said that the commis
Hossli said that the HRC sion wants to know if people’s
recommended to the council that
priorities are, as an example,
they approach the school board homeless shelters or mental
to discuss the issue and possibly health issues.
implement preventive action and
The commission also oversees
training in tolerance.
the city’s contract with the home
Bredney said that the HRC is less shelter, and recently recom
notified by police and people in mended to the City Council that
the community when hate crimes they pass the sexual preference
occur, or when they see evidence non-discrimination ordinance.
of discrimination.
The HRC has seven members,
“There have been reports of all of whom must live in San
discrimination in the city, which Luis Obispo. The commission
we are violently opposed to,” , meets eveiy month at City Hall.

_____

San Luis Obispo has a Human
Relations Commission which
may not be well-kiiown, but
definitely has an important func
tion.
This advisory body to the City
Council grew out of the civil
righ ts m ovem ent and was
started in the mid-1960s, accord
ing to staff member Deb Hossli.
“It was proposed by the City
Council to establish the commis
sion to advise them on human
relations and social affairs,” said
George Bredney, who has been
with the commission for 10
years.
The HRC’s main function is to
recommend to the City Council
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W ASHINGTON (AP) —
China’s “old friend,” George
Bush, came through again this
week in announcing the uncondi
tional extension of trade benefits
to Beijing’s autocratic govern
ment.
The Chinese praised his “wise
decision.” Congressional critics,
such as Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, D-Maine, ac
cused Bush of “caving in” to a
C om m u nist sta te w ith a
reprehensible human rights
record.
The White House, in defend
ing its policy, pointed to “posi
tive, if limited,” progress in the
human rights area and to its con
cerns that withdrawing mostfavored-nation status “would in
flict severe costs on American
business people, investors and
consumers.”
But Bush’s reluctance to get
tough with China goes beyond
his pro-business instincts to emo
tional attachments — dating
back almost two decades — with
the world’s most populous
country.
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Bush headed the U.S. Liaison
Office in Beijing in 1974-75,
when China was still in the
throes of the Cultural Revolu
tion, and has since made four
trips there, the last as president
in February 1989.
“We feel at home in Beijing,”
Bush said in a 1982 visit.
“During our stay here we spent a
great deal of time on our bicycles
touring the city. ... Those were
happy days. Those were good
days, important days.”
He played tennis with Wan Li
and other senior leaders and
knew paramount leader Deng
Xiaoping back when Deng was
fighting for his political life. In
1982, one-on-one talks between
Deng and Bush helped avert a
crisis over Thiwan, and in 1988
Deng told visiting Defense
Secretary Prank Carlucci that he
hoped Bush, China’s “lao pengyou” (old friend), would be
elected president.
Critics said Bush’s cozy rela
tions with China’s leaders led to
his failure to take stronger
measures after the bloody crack

down on th e T ian an m en
democracy movement in June
1989. “The time to change the
president’s failed policy is long
overdue,” Mitchell said Wednes
day in promoting legislation to
impose conditions on renewal of
normal trade status.
But Winston Lord, U.S. am
bassador to China from 1985 to
1989, said “it’s not fair to say it’s
just an emotional attachment” to
China and its leaders that deter
mines Bush’s conciliatory stance.
Philosophically, Lord said,
Bush believes his policy of not
isolating China is the best way to
support reform and “feels, I
think wrongly, that a big country
like China can only be expected
to make gradual progress.”
“Maybe Bush knows a little
bit more than his Senate critics,”
said Richard Brecher of the
U.S.-China Business Council.
“P e r h a p s h is in tim a te
knowledge is what’s driving him
to hold onto what is clearly an
unpopular position,” Brecher
said.
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Old ties, strong convjctions
may color Bush’s China policy
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Splits

From page 1
for these groups, not against
them, trying to break down the
barriers,” De Leon said.
“One person expressed how
(ASI president-elect) Kristin
Burnett’s sincerity helped him
believe in ASI and looks forward
to working with her next year.”
A follow-up event to the
workshop was suggested for this

fall to keep the communication volved, opening your mind and
continual.
being present,” Eugenio said.
“It is a step in the right direc “We all will have to deal with
tion, but we have a long way to diverse groups in the future.
go,” De Leon said. “Cal Poly is Why wait until then? Start
moving very slowly compared to learning now.”
other schools in the area of cul
tural awareness. It will take
Cross-cultural workshop or
more effort and cohesiveness to ganizers hope this workshop will
create this awareness.”
not be the last of its kind for Cal
“All it takes is getting in Pbly.
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Bahar, Cathy
Bell, Cheryl
Bettinsoli, Dina
Bianchini, Kathleen
Blechman, Christie
Boffman, Tasha
Bohn, Buffy
Bower, Jenny
Braun, Tammy
Bridwell, Heather
Brusa, Susie
Burge, Noa
Burroughs, Lisa
Chagala, Lisa
Conrad, Kiri
Corcoran, Kelsey
Courtney, Jeanine
Crook, Kim
Debernardi, Necole
Doorach, Andrea
Douwns, Kim
Duffy, Mary Kay
Elias, Tracy
Ellsworth, Kristen
Erichson, Betsy
Erickson, Katie
Evans, Julie
Fineroff, Romy
Flowers, Jodi
Fraser, A llison
Gardner, Leslie
Gatlin, Allison
Lynch, Heather
Gray, Jen
Haake, Janine
Hallford, Susan
Hancock, Tamic
Hanson, Andrea
Harper, Jennifer
Healy, Jennifer
Held, Jen
Herman, Jlie

Keitz, Lisa
Kunihiro, Sherri
Litman, Kerri
Lubking, Jen
Macias, Jenni
Maciver, Kelly
MacTavish, Heather
Martin, Tracy
Matlosz, Missy
Matson, Bobbi
Mausling, Kristina
McCarthy, Veronica
McDowell, Sue
McGraw, Shannon
McMullen, Kristen
Miller, Kristen
Mitchell, Colleen
M itchell, Gretchen
Morrow, Lori
Moss, Anja
Murphine, Michelle
Myman, Christine
Nederend, Shirley
Negrette, Michelle
N eitzel, Kristen
N ellis, Susie
Nelson, Robin
O'Niel, Heather
Olson, Kristen
Otto, Tracy
Homan, Cindy
Horowitz, Diana
Hughes, ?
Iseman, Leslie
Jacobson, Pam
Jaeger, Julie
Jaques, Amy
Johnson, Stephanie
Kagan, Rachel
Kahn, Allison
Kansgen, Kendra
Keith, Isabella

Ovlen, Amy
Parsons, Dana
Periera, Tammy
Pittoch, Michelle
Pourroquet, N icole
Rauch, Kristen
Reid, Kristen
Riley, Julie
Rogers, Marlene
Romanini, Tami
Rosenthal, Dina
Roveda, Christine
Russo, Beth
Salvador, Elisa
Sandoval, Veronica
Schaffer, Alyssa
Smith, Kristyn
Smith, Sharlyn
Stoddard, Amy
Stullz, Mindy
Toll, Peggy
Toubbeh, Hala
Travis, Lisa
Trimble, Kathleen
Ullmsn, Jennifer
Underhill, Stacy
Urquhart, ?
Vikupitz, Mary
Villa, Rosie
Austin, Geoff
Bertens, Greg
Bobo, Don
Brenner, Matt
Bricca, Greg
Carlsen, John
Chapelle, Tim
Cimperman, Jon
Conway, Ross
Cover, Brian
Custodio, Chuck
Deardorf, Dan
Dennis, Jason

Dobler, Craig
Donnelly, Matt
Dom seif, David
Dotts, Greg
Doyle, Ross
Dragoo, Jason
Drouin, Brent
Ehr, Ted
Evans, Bobby
Evans, Dan
Fisher, Andy
Forouzin, Farbod
Gough, Ray
Greiner, Jon
Grinold, John
Gruber, Aaron
Hatley, Gerald
Hau, Peter
Hespe, Mike
Ishaya, Ellis
Johnson, Todd
Johnson, Eric
Jones, Darrin
Korngieble, Joe
Kristedja, Tim
Lamb, Stephan
Lawson, John
Loveless, Mark
Nghi, Luu
Lynam, Mike
Ma, Mike
Major, John
Martinson, Rob
Mitchell, Tim
Mulkay, Scott
Nevarez, Michael
Oberthier, Erik
Obico, Peter
Pearson, Jim
Polling, Dave
Pietsch, Robbie
Pike, Scott

Pittenger, Chris
Polder, Jason
Pollack, Kirk
Price, Andy
Ramos, Jeff
Ritchey, Brent
Rodriguez, Ernie
Roodman, Jeff
Rosecrans, Scott
Schwartz, Blill
Selfridge, Tom
Skinner, Rich
Slous, Bob
Smolinski, Brent
Sood, Biren
Suffredini, Brien
Thompson, Mike
Turner, Rob
Vangelatos, George
Verdecanna, Frank
Vietri, Joe
Westlund, Brian
Whiteley, Mark
Worster, Jim
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Labor activists reportediy
arrested by police in China
BEIJING (AP) — Police
arrested at least two founders of
a now-banned labor union
Thursday to prevent them from
com m em oratin g th e th ird
anniversary of the bloody
crackdown on China’s democracy
movement.
Two other members of the
union were missing and believed
arrested, Chinese sources said.
The g o v e r n m e n t
was
determined to prevent any
commemoration of the June 3-4,
1989, army attack that ended
weeks of mass pro-democracy
d e m o n s t r a t i o n s a n d l ef t
hundreds, possibly thousands,
dead.
Except for a lone man’s
protest in Tienanmen Square on
Wednesday, the two days passed
quietly with the vast central
square and college campuses
under tight security.
In Hong Kong, tens of
thousands of people clutching
candles spilled across a soccer
field and basketball courts at
Victoria Park for speeches and
son gs T h ursday ni ght in
remembrance of those killed in
the crackdown.“We are here because our
brothers in Beijing don’t have
the freedom to do this,” said
Cheung Man-kwong, spokesman
for the Hong Kong Alliance in
Support of Dem(x:racy in China.
“We are doing this for them.”
Mourners in the British
colony, which reverts to Chinese
control in 1997, laid wreaths
around a repli ca of the
Monument to Revolutionary

Martyrs in Tienanmen Square,
where
pro-de m ocracy
demonstrations were held in
1989.
Ch i n e s e pol i ce s e t up
roadblocks for a second night
around Beijing University, which
was a center of the democracy
movement. Foreigners were
blocked from going near the
university, but students said by
telephone that it was quiet.
Friends of the arrested men,
whose B e ijin g Workers
Autonomous Federation was
founded during the democracy
movement and crushed with it,
said they had planned to gather
quietly in a park Thursday to
remember the crackdown.
Police learned of the plan and
warned them not to go, the
friends said, sp eak in g on
condition of anonymity for fear of
punishment.
Han Dongfang, sometimes
called China’s Lech Walesa for
his leading role in the union, was
detained Wednesday night while
walking in Tiananmen Square,
the friends said. They said he
was brought home Thursday, but
dozens of police guarded the
home and barred visitors.
Another founder, Zhang Jinli,
was taken into custody Tuesday
night, and police refused to tell
his family why he was being
held, the friends said.
Two colleagues, Zhou Guoqing
and Qian Yumin, were missing
and believed under arrest, they
said.
China’s Communist leaders
were alarmed by the large

Talking
heads?
1--i sa
/

numbers of workers who joined
in th e 1 9 8 9 d e m o c r a c y
m o v e m e n t , and g e n e r a l l y
respond more harshly to dissent
among workers than among
students because of the potential
for st r i ke s and economic
disruption.
A lone worker with a personal
grievance
against
the
government unfurled a banner in
Tiananm en
Square
on
Wednesday but was immediately
arrested.
Another man was seen being
beaten by police on the square
Wednesday afternoon, but it was
not known whether he made any
protest.
Nine foreign journalists also
were
briefly
detained
Wednesday, including a
Japanese television cameraman
who was punched and kicked by
plainclothes police.
The Japanese Embassy sent a
note to the Foreign Ministry
Thursday expressing regret over
the incident. The message raised
concern about the cameraman’s
rights while he was in custody,
saying police detained him for
two hours without allowing
medical treatment for his cut lip.
At a weekly news conference.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Wu
Jianmin called the beating “an
unfortunate incident.”
B u t Wu a c c u s e d t h e
cameraman, Atsushi Yamagiwa,
of starting the altercation by
kicking a Chinese. A witness
said the cameraman was only
film in g before he was
surrounded by plaincloth es
police.
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STEVEN J. MUELLER/Mustang Daily

Landscape architecture students and renowned art critics
Robert, Richard and Willie judge a redwood sculpture of two
heads that was part of a one-day display in the Dexter Building.
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Amy Vanmouwerik

YOU 0
DID
l6 m
m CONQRATSi BETWEEN
LONDON AND CO, WE SURE KNOW
HOW TO PARTY! GOOD LUCK! HOPE
TO SEE YOU IN THE ROCKIES IN
JULY! Cathy ■)

IM

CRAZY SPOON HEAD THNX 4
EVERYTHING. I MISS U ALREADY LOR

#

Celebrate
Celebrate
> cf

« •

Arash june
Khaili
tu tabr
beh tan

£> cf

BARRY.QARRY,JIM,TIM,CHRIS,OA YE,
ANO LORI ANNE;
AGRIBUSINESS MBA’S HAVE DONE
IT, YOU’VE ALL GRADUATED!!!I!
GIVE IT YOUR ALL, YOU DESERVE
THE WORLOm
CONGRATULATIONS!!! SUZIE-QUE

VIVAM
D/

CONGRATS.SUSAN
LOOK OUT, KENTUCKY,
SHE'S COMING!

AMY AMTINETTI
LOVE YA JENN
& BROOKE

So long to all my pal
a quarter next yearIF
departments.Goo

ROBERT MARKUS

cz

Texas here we oome

We love you, Cindy & Robert Paul

Celebrate

LISA BERNARD!

□

YOU FI
I lo ve yo u
YEAR

3

Thanks for a great
£TA yearl I'll Miss Youl
Love Cleavagel

U

«o acf
JEAN
GOOD LUCK AND
THANKS FOR ALL
THE MEMORIESI
TERRI

LTiiiT irím »ií8m 2M Í^
A TEARFUL GOODBYE TO

DAVID CHIN
HERE’S YOUR PRESENT!
CONGRATULATIONS!
LUV:
OLIVIA GUZMAN

MUSTANG DAILY
GRADS
Jason F., Patty H., Amy R.,
Nall P., Larr«S., David B.,
Laa D., Stan M., Kim F..
Carrol R., Eric B., Sang C.,
Nall H., Gian H., and VlrgH M.
...........lisa
From M.D. Wo’il
Mil You!

Cliffy

')

Celebrate

Celebrate
CRISTE^

KEVIN CONWAY

^

r
D.B.,
CONGRATULATIONS!
YOU’RE THE BEST
LOVE ALWAYS,
T.P.

Dear Julia

CONGRATULATIONS! You did it
in FOUR YEARS and survivedl
W OWI Good luck finding a real
job. It's been a great 2X yrs.
Love always
""
Richard and Sniffles

}

You bring Ine w
start winking! (L
come t

& C»

LOVE TRACY

Celebrate
CONGRATULATIONS SCOTT HANCOCK.
YOU MADE rr, NOW FIND A JOBil
KATHY & GUIDO

CZ

Thanks I
Europe, h

»Ll^triaiL

t> c*

G(
TAMf
Y(
ANNIE—SKIP
TROLL 5YRS ALWAYS REMEMBER ITS
A FINE LIFE CARRYING THE
BANNER IN SANTA F E -IF U NEED
A JOB. LOVE LAURA-BARBIE

3

SEAN COLLINS

CONGRATULATIONS! HERE'S
TO THE FUTURE AND MANY
HOUSEBOAT TRIPS! Cathy A Kavin

BarryBast wlahae
and lots
of love! -All

Celebrate

My Girlhiend
"Cooch"
En|oy
Europe
Let’s Party
"Booch"

260 Santa Li
We had a blai
we'll miss you a
from Hell!l!L
Love
Love 'Mrs.PMSxl
come ht

& c*
Ernie
I'm so proud of you. You
deserve all good things. Thank
You.l love you. Good Luck.
Allie

JEN K

I'M SO PROUD OF YOU! DOM

ROSE FLOAT
N SQRDS

□

r

Nowrr
LOVE>

•-s>-

1

CONGRATULATIONS
PONGO!
You’v« mad*
m« proud.
Your BABE

So long to the midnight club and all those
who make my life an adventure... to those
who are graduating. Congratulations;
Kelly - Carol(e) -RaeLae - Lee
Taber - Fat Man - Huck - Femiture
Mr. Bellyflop - Bruce(#45) - Morosa - Patty
and to those who are not (HA,HA)
keep the spirt(s) alive;
Sully - Sdimitt - CJ - Mr, Luckyman
- Kelly and the other house chicks Reeves - latino lover • Matt, ad dictator
and anyone else who will be at Bulls.
See Ya, KIM

TAWNI JIVIDEN!

CONGRATS! WE R DONE! LOVE JILL

'are^hctahsiliat ra be
.k migam, va barayat
iha ra arezoo daram.
I'll miss you, T.

Celebrale
DAVE

USTANG
ULY

IT’S TIME TO

PARTY

s that have to pay $403
lope they doni axe your
d luck, you'll need iti
/IRG

ÌRATULATIONS
0 SPINOGLIOl
NALLY MADE IT.
AND HAPPY EARLY 2
ANNIVERSARYI
DVE DIANA

UGABOO
HAYES!
Pattay is on her way I EeeckI
Thank you for 4 unforgettable
years. W e love w u l
Love Always, BFAKC

KIM FORRESTER

►

YOU DID IT

AND I M PROUD TO BE A
PART OF ÍT

BRAD SCHULER
WE RE SO PROUDI
CONGRATULATIONS
YOUR FAMILY

TINA

&

YOUR ARE THE BEST B.O.W. WE
EVER HADII WE'LL MISS THE FUN
<
AND G A k ^ S THAT YOU PROVIDED USI
LOVE YOUR OBEDIENT BOYS.

Scott Pike
I just like you for your
sporty car and your $$l Get a
good job this summer and
remember I get 10% of all
paychecks! Love, Jen

y

^ a u l
nne and 111
ae wants
al)

THIS TIME FOR REAL

MASTER CONTROLLER
LET'S GROW UP
SLOWLY TOGETHER
XOXOXO

Celebrale
DENISE MEYER
YOU ARE SUCH THE GRAPHIC ARTIST!
THANKS AGAIN FOR DOING OUR
BORDER.
YOU MAKE US PROUD!

I AND ROBIN
or everything
ere we cornel!
Larré

MIKE MORISOLI

YOU BRATI YOU JUST COULDNT
WAIT FOR THE REST OF US7 GOOD
LUCK WITH EVERYTHING AND
ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT NO MATTER
WHAT YOU DO, YOU'LL ALWAYS BE
AN ENGINEERING GEEK! (we’ll still
miss you though.) Cathy A Ksvin m)

Q^brale
ARIADNE SARROS

FROM WOW GROUPS TO CASA ST TO
LONDON, YOU SURE ARE ONE POLY
PA U 0 < ^ LUCK WITH YOUR JOB IN
LA AND YOUR NEW CARI Cathy . )

C o n g r a tu la tio n s

CMena

CONGRATS TO
ALL A® SENIORS
WE'LL ALL MISS
YOU 11 LOVE, A®

X X >JO B
1Y ROUTON
XJSTUO

►

YORBA!!

Dooool You're Outta Herel
French Cut or Bust...
W e ll Miss Youl
Love, Nichole A The Booby Gals

Jda Girls>t this year
Td the house
ya Jerkies,
icker’ and "No
»me"

KATIEParty
KENNING
Onl

Celebrale

HEY HAUSER!!
CONGRATULATIONS

CortgratulationsI U R A STUDI
IH miss you so muchl-Gwenn

MARKI

„ PAM GOLD

HERE'S TO YOUR

Congratulations The Markus's

(OUR)

ROGER LE LEON

FUTURE!
-LISA

NOW THAT YOU'VE GRADUATED
WHAT ARE YA GONNA DO??

Go 2 Disneyworld!

('VETTE

P.S. I'll be your tourguide

r S FINALLY TIME!!
S TIME TO MAKE THE BIG
BUCKSI
'OUR MONEY GRUBBERI

/
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A second look at sensational seasons
By Neil Pascale

Top 10 stories of '92

Editorial Statt
Simply sensational, squared.
That, if you can verbally
handle it, is the best way to
describe the 1992 year for the
Cal Poly Mustangs.
From Julie Rome pitching the
softball team into the NCAA
Western Regional, to guard
David Delaney pumping in
three-pointer after three-pointer
to bent Cal State Bakersfield at
Mott G\Tn and force a fourthplace tie in the California Col
legiate Athletic Association.
From watching wide receiver
Chris Thomas catch a kickoff at
the goal line and return it for a
100-yard touchdown without
breaking a sweat, to just accept
ing the fact that the women’s
cross country team will only lose
a NCAA national title when Cal
Poly’s athletic department moves
to Division I.
Prom watching wrestler Seth
Wixxiill warm up by slamming
his head against the bleachers
and then seeing him slam his op
ponent to the mat, to seeing
women’s tennis player Sheri Hol
mes slamming forehands down
the baseline.
From watching reliever Chal
Fanning get the last UC River
side batter to fly out at the
NCAA Western Regionals and
then stH'ing him leap off the
mound in triumph, to listening to
soccer Head Coach Wolfgang
Gartner talking, and talking,
about next year’s team.
Prom all of these memories,
the 1991-92 seasons, fall, wrinter
and spring, seemed more like a
repeat performance, one which
seldom ended in defeat.

1 - Cal Poly students pass IRA athletic
referendum.
2 - Women's cross country team wins
10th straight title.
3 - Soccer team goes to the NCAA final
four, finishes third.
4 - Baseball team wins Western
Regionals, finishes third in nation.
5 - Men's tennis team places third at
NCAA National Championships.
6 - Women's track team finishes third at
NCAA National Championships.
7 - Men's track places fifth at NCAA
National Championship.
8 - Softball goes to the West Regionals.
9 - Men's basketball team begins with
best start ever with 12-1 preseason.
10 - Cal Poly athletic director Ken
Walker resigns after seven years.
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FILE PHOTO

The Cal Poly Mustangs’ soccer team went all the way to the NCAA Division IPs final
four. The Mustangs were led by Todd Henry and Rysheim Henderson.

FILE PHOTO

Cal Poly’s Chal Fanning leaps Into the air after
winning the Western Regional championship game.
Cal Poly finished third In the nation.

v/ \ntv

STEVE PIERCE/M usUng Daily

< Cal Poly students
voted to move the
athletic department from
Division II to Division I.
Before the vote, aiumnl
and students rallied at
the last football game of
the year to help pass the
referendum.

\

> Cal Pt^ly’s women cross
country team continued to
dominate the sport In Division
!|. The Mustangs captured
iheir 10th consecutive national
championship. Among Poly’s
top runners were Kristina
Hand, No. 6, and Tracy
Lelchter, No. 8.

Cal Poly’s Max Allman was the No. 1 seed for the men’s tennfsTeTm
wh ch finished third in the nation. Much of the year, Allman and M^rc
Ollivier were the top rated double’s team In the nation.
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Poly first baseman drafted, hopes to sign
By Brad Hamilton
Staff W riter

__________

“It’s a great opportunity. (The Rockies)
are a fresh organization. They will
treat their players pretty special.
(Oakland) will have a better
opportunity to move up the ladder
quicker.”
Steve McFarland,
Cal Poly head coach

One of Major L ea ^ e Baseball’s expansion clubs, the
Colorado Rockies, drafted the Cal Poly Mustangs’ first
baseman Mike Oakland Tuesday in the 22nd round.
Oakland said he was elated about being drafted, but
didn’t know whether he would sign with the Rockies.
Oakland and his family are negotiating with the Rock
ies on a contract. No dollar amounts have been publicized
yet.
“The only thing right now we’re worried about is
money,” Oakland said.
The junior said he hopes the two will be able to Mustangs’ all-time RBI record in a single season.
negotiate an offer that would please both parties in the
Oakland’s remarkable season earned him co-most
next couple of days.
valuable player honors in the California Collegiate Ath
If he signed, Oakland said he would leave after finals letic Association, all-NCAA Division II West Region first
to play in a rookie league in either Arizona or Oregon.
team and second team Division II All-American honors.
If he doesn’t sign, Oakland said he will return to play
Cal Poly Head Coach Steve McFarland said Oakland’s
for the Mustangs in his senior year.
draft by the Rockies, an expansion team, will improve his
Oakland, who has four or five quarters left before chances of playing in the majors.
graduation, said he would definitely return during the
Mike Oakland will be only one of 50 amateurs in the
off-season to complete his education at Cal Poly.
Rockies organization, compared to being one of 200
Mike Oakland attracted the attention of many profes amateurs in the organizations of established Major
sional scouts with the ping of his aluminum bat that League teams.
echoed all the way to the Rockies office.
“It’s a great opportunity,” McFarland said. “(The Rock
This season, Oakland had a .341 batting average and ies) are a fresh organization. They will treat their players
collected 60 RBIs. Oakland fell 12 RBIs short of tying the pretty special.

“(Oakland) will have a better opportunity to move up
the ladder quicker.”
McFarland thinks Oakland will get plenty of playing
time in his first year in the major leagues.
For Oakland to play in the majors, McFarland said
Oakland must work as hard as he did to achieve his goal
of playing for the Mustangs three years ago.
Oakland was a walk on, but he drew attention to him
self as a result of working on his individual weaknesses.
“(Oakland) will have to make the same adjustments as
he did (at Cal Poly),” McFarland said.
“He made obvious strides (to obtain his goals). If he
makes the same strides at the next level, he might make
the majors.”
McFarland said other Mustangs may hear from or
ganizations in the next few weeks, but Oakland is the
only Mustang to be drafted.
McFarland said he has received phone calls from
scouts interested in other Mustangs. McFarland said he
was disappointed and surprised scouts overlooked pitcher
Dan Chergey.
“If people would have paid attention to Chergey later
on in the season, he would have been drafted,” McFar
land said.
Oakland is the 37th Mustang to be drafted by the
Mustangs since McFarland took over the program in
1980.

COSMETICIANS

$5 Off Our
Resume
Package!

PayLess Drug Stores is opening in Atascadero and Paso Robles and
has openings for Cosmeticians at both locations. Muist have strong sales
background In cosmetics and possess an outgoing, friendly personality.
Licensed cosmeticians preferred. For immediate consideration please
contact:

Present this coupon to receive a $5 discount
on our complete resume package.

Store Manager
PayLess Drug Store
7055 El Camino Real
Atascadereo, CA 93422
(805) 466-8713

Store Manager
PayLess Drug Store
2424 Spring St.
Paso Robles, CA 93446
(805) 239-4844

\

• 'Format, design & typeset your resume
• 20 copies of your new resume
• 20 matching envelopes
• 20 blank sheets of matching paper
• Storage of your resume on disk for $29.95.
• Offer good at this location only.
Expires 6 ¡3 0 192.
Open Early. Open Late.
Open Weekends!

SM

D n g S fo n s

543 -33 63

You Would Tune - Up your car before a race,
Wouldn't you!

/

... So Why Wouldn't You Tune Up Your Body
Before Finals?
SLO Chiropractic wants you to be all
you can be at whatever you do. We
invite you to participate in a FREE spinal
examination to uncover any hinderances
to your per formance that many are prone
to haveduring times of stress. Dizziness,
insomnia, neck pain, muscle spasms,
abdominal pains, and lower back pain
may be treated with chiropractic care.
Examination includes a minimum of 10
standard tests for evaluating the spine.
While we are accepting new patients, no
one need feel any obligation. Most
Ir^urance is accepted.

the copy centerj

894 Monterey St.

Equal Opportunity Employer, M!F

k in k o * i

SPRING TOYOTA

DIPLOMA
IS YOUR

l Ä

,

n
-• f j

/ /

PAYMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT • NO PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS
SPECIAL COLLEGE GRAD FINANCING*

Dr. Mark Steed
Chiropractor

541-BACK
547 M arsh S t , S L O

1144Him S M

Sb IjIsOkup
CA03401 • 543^7001

Ask for Kevin Sylvia
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NUTRITION

STATE
From page 2
— Homicides were also a lead
ing cause, varying dramatically
by ethnicity.
— Male deaths outnumbered
female deaths by 2.8 to 1.
— More injuries occurred in
the summer.
The report, “Pediatric Injuries
in California,” studied deaths
and injuries for 1987 to 1989,
finding that while disease is on
the decline, injuries are still en
dangering children’s lives.
For instance, drowning is a
leading cause of death in the
under-5 group, he said.
Safety recommendations in
clude supervising children when
they’re in the pool and keeping
them out of the area at other
times with a fence and a

childproof gate.
Another standout from the
findings was the role violence is
playing in children’s injuries.
Among black males under 21,
there were 49.5 homicides p>er
100,000 population, compared to
13.8 for Hispanics and 3.9 per
cent for whites.
Safety precautions recom
mended included locking up
guns, storing ammunition in a
separate place and helping teen
agers develop alternatives to
violence, such as conflict-resolu
tion programs.
Other recommendations for a
safer childhood included using
car safety seats, not allowing
children to ride in the back of
pickup trucks, covering electrical
and outlets in homes.

From page 2
nutritious foods.
I have often said to myself,
“Okay, will it be the salad bar
tonight or the burger and fries?”
And then I go for the salad bar
because it is the healthier choice
of foods available to me.
However, for many people who
are considerably less fortunate
than most of us, there is no such
choice.
Last summer, I was driving
back to SLO from the L.A. area,
and I stopped off in Santa Bar
bara to shop at one of my
favorite gourmet food stores. As I
pulled off the freeway, I saw a
young man with a sign that read,
“WILL WORK FOR FOOD
AND/OR MONEY.”
Once inside the store, I
decided to take action. I put back
some of the gourmet foods that
were in my basket and selected

NATION
From page 2
lunch at school will have more
meals to fix with less food.
“This will be a long, hard
summer for the 10 million lowincome children who are now
eating free school lunches,” said
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., chair
man of the Senate Agriculture

nutritious foods that would make end hunger, here are some sug
a healthy lunch for the young gestions for community involve
ment:
man.
I made my way back over to
• Find out about soup
the off-ramp and handed the kitchens, food pantries and
young man the lunch. He homeless shelters in your com
thanked me, shook my hand and munity. Volunteer and become
told me he was 18 and trying to involved.
find a ride back to Kansas to see
• Join campus organizations
his family.
that are service-oriented. Sug
I came away from this ex gest involvement in local groups
perience realizing that there are such as the People’s Kitchen, the
many circumstances that leave SLO Homeless Shelter, Meals on
people just like you and me Wheels, Grass Roots and others.
without access to food.
• Find out where and how to
I encourage each of you to
write
to your representative in
educate yourself on the problems
Congress.
Inform them of any
of hunger and lack of access to
nutritious food in our community unaddressed problems you have
and in our world. Here at Cal observed in your community and
Poly you have an excellent oppor urge them to take action.
Advocating equal access to
tunity to learn about the issues
of hunger through the course nutritional foods for all people
will m ake'this world and your
World Food Politics (POLS 371).
community
a better place to live.
If you decide to take action to

•Committee.
USDA distributes surplus
commodities and purchased
foods to the states under the
Emergency Food A ssistance
Program. The sta te s then
provide the food to local pantries
or community groups.
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(a rc n t< ^ u sick of this flower ’)

20% OFF
^ ^ W e l l s Sportsw ear O utlet
e tv ttJ e

1262 Murray Ave.
SLO

541-3856

• Comptitcr/ttudy rooiii
•
ft tn ih paid
• Re«enr«d parfdog

Offering
the BEST in
Off-Campus
Housing

• Swimmlfig pool

Before Renting
From Anyone Else
Come See Why
Our
1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments are
the Best In Town

* Q taii ft ptofctaiottailY malutalittd complex

• Doxble^ataddtd wad* for a qtdtl atsto ^h tre
• Three eeef paymani plana to cbootc trom
*

K cwIy fornialiad

^ocV^

ot\Vy>

Tt/ik F-trmRd

U iivis

245 T a n k F a r m Rd. 10 a . m . - 6 p .m ., T u e s - S a t

YOUR FUTURE'S SO BRIGHT.

LOCATED ONLY MINUTES FROM CAL POLY
ASI Film s would like to thank the student body
for their most excellent support.
Plus a chance to

WIN
The Soundtrack to

Wayne’s World
With Special Thanks
to

ASI
&

Program
Board

I« A

j-A

•

Chumash Auditorium $3
Friday, June 5
6 p.m./ 8 p.m ./10 p.m.

This may also be used as a
I 5 2 coupon off any regular
pdeed co or cassette
I "*
at —
your local SLO Wherehouse
‘
Not valid with any other offer
Offer good until Dec. 31,1992

i

L. A. EYEWORKS

YOU GOTTA WEAR SHADES!
unique eyewear exclusive
to the Central Coast

10%oil wi hisadd
good th ro u g h Ju n e 3 0 , 1992

OjviJ A. Schulu, 0.0 .
ConuCT Ler.tet ind Unique Eyewear

778 Marsh Street SLO 543-5200
\

/
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CHECKS

PROTEST

From page 3

penalty increases $40 more to
cover the cost of bad check writ
ing school.
Yes, bad check writing school.
School is held once every two
months on Satiirdays. the fourhour session is similar to traffic
school. Lawrence said it has
“more of a counseling mode to it."
If the violator fails to comply
to the second letter, a prosecu
tion letter is sent, and the case is
handed over to the district attor
ney. The violator may not hear
from the District Attorney’s Of
fice for some time, but the case is
not forgotten.
“We don’t forget anyone,”
Rockenstein said.
If the writer of the bad check
allows the case to sit long
enough, he may land himself in
jail.
Thousands of cases have
passed through the doors of the

downstairs office. One person
holds the record at 83 bad checks, but one case sticks out in
Lawrence’s mind.
“This woman wrote bad checks during her courtship. She
wrote a bad check for her
engagement ring. She wrote a
bad check for her marriage
license,” Lawrence recalled. “She
wrote a bad check for her
honeymoon.”
For someone who ended up
writing $6,000 worth of bad
checks, got pregnant and went to
jail, Lawrence said she had “a
hell of a good time.”
The Bad Check W riting
Program office is located at 1050
Monterey St., room 235, in the
County Government Center. Of
fice hours are Monday through
Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
By the way, they don’t take
checks.

From page 1
abide by their own procedures,”
there are only three ways the ad said Conway.
ministration is allowed to lay off
The university’s motives for
faculty and staff: for lack of cutting departments and faculty
work, lack of funds or program are also being questioned. Con
matic changes. He said the way said, “What they’re really
university is trying to justify the doing is making programmatic
dismissals by arguing lack of changes under the disguise of
funds.
budget cuts.”
“We believe (that) until the
Carr agreed, “It’s an idea (the
budget is final, they cannot administration has) to get rid of
demonstrate lack of funds,” Con a department under the guise of
way said.
budget cuts.”
He said the university is not
Conway also questioned some
following the full discontinuation administrative expenses during
process. It is in violation of its the budget crisis.
contracts and of a Chancellor’s
“Where’s the money coming
Office edict which states that no from to do these things?” he
negative action may be taken asked. “There should be cuts
against programs being con there (in administration) first,
sidered for elimination. The instead of programs.”
university has already sent out
If the university institutes the
letters telling students to go proposed “golden handshake”
somewhere else or change their program, designed to offer ser
major.
vice credits for early retirement,
“We can’t seem to get them to some of the faculty/staff positions

slated to be cut could be saved,
according to Conway.
“If 100 people partake in the
program, there should be no
need for layoffs next year,” he
said.
S p e a k e r s at t he rally
Thursday urged supporters not
to give up the fight.
Cfrganizers promoted letterwriting campaigns and upcoming
rallies.
In the words of Carr, “This is
still brewing, and it’s going to
grow.”

To all the 1991 -1992 Production Crew: Thanks
for a great year, ladies!
The Starving Students
at M ustang D aily
w ould like to say

to Patty's mom for her care packages.

DECADES
CR

Later, A.J.!
|Have a great
summer!

LOOKINeroRAeREATPUCE,
CLOSE10 POLY, 1HATSAffOROABIE?
W EPAYUPTO

j.

We have it! Apartments for 2, 3, or 4 persons, furnished or
unfurnished. Rents starting at $650.00 per month.
Call Dan at 543-6819 for quotes and viewing.

unB U nar«ftono«
.WE ALSO BUY JACKETS:
WRANGLER. LEE A LEVL
MOTORCYCLE, RJG H T JACKETS &
VINTAGE HAWAIIAN SHIRTS

Call Today!
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546*0901

COLLEGE CHALET
320 KENTUCKY STREET

B O N D S T R E E T A P T S,
1239 BOND STREET

U N IV E R SIT Y G A R D E N S
766 BOYSEN AVENUE
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THANK V O l'!

M U S T A N G D A IL Y

ORDINANCE

Thanks to the following students, staff, and faculty in the College of Agriculture for taking
action' They called their State I.egislator(s) and expressed their opinion about the budget
situation and gase one or more specific recommendations!

From page 1

“The council hasn’t made a
decision, but I suspect they will
want to water it down a bit.*
Councilmember Penny Rappa
said the ordinance has been
reviewed by the City Council.
She said that all five members
are interested in studying an indepth analysis of the ordinance.
She is unsure when a decision
will be made.
“As it stands now, the or
dinance has been assigned to the
staff. They will review it and
come back to us with recommen
dations,” Rappa said.
“This is something I have
wanted to look at for a long
time,” she said. “I have a sincere
interest in making the com
munity a safe place to live. I feel
the ordinance encourages neigh
bors to communicate and in
spires residents to take pride in
the city.”
Bryn explained one positive
aspect of the ordinance. “The
way things work now, if a neigh
bor has a problem with the ap
pearance of his neighborhocxl, he
files a formal complaint which
goes through City Council. It is
followed by a citation and an ap
pearance in court,” he said.
“With this ordinance, an in
fraction of the law will result in a
warning. The owner will be given
sufficient time to clean up the
area. If he fails to do so, he will
be issued a citation. It’s veiy
similar to a traffic ticket. It
makes good sense. It simplifies
the rules, minimizes staff and is
generally more effective.”
City A dm inistrator John
Dunn stressed that the or
dinance affects all residential
areas. He emphasized that it is
not directed at the student
popul at i on, bu t at every
homeowner in San Luis Obispo.
“The ordinance is aimed at all
property owners. It is true that
the older occupied homes are
usually well-maintained, but
many students take good care of
their homes too. There have been
problems on both ends. Students
are not the only offenders,” said
Dunn.
He said that his main concern
was maintaining the quality of
the residential areas in San Luis
Obispo.
“I have seen the quality of
some neighborhoods decrease
over the years. This ordinance
intends to stop that. It hopes to
make San Luis Obispo a safe and
attractive place to live. That’s
all, plain and simple.”

■ lleuli Ahel * Shannon Abies *
Wendi Adams • Trica Ahmann * Bahram Alavi • Mike Albau.gh
■ fen Alhrechi *
fanya Akkerman * Amy Alonso * Amy Ammetti * Nancy Applegale
Dean Archer ' Sieve Austin
*
Tom Baslis • fami Balteale * Kathleen Bums '
Kris Beal *
(lleniiBs'rrv * Dana BImnensiein * John Borg * Molile Bolluim * Michelle Boune " Beth Brazil
■ I red Boes * Jenny Boyd * Kelly Brown * Rhonda Brown
* Jennifer Brehm “ Bret ('amacho *
(lina Carmalli ' Trie Carter * Sam Cariwnghi * Mall Cava * Niki Clark
'
Kimberly Claiiss “
Scott Clothier ' Teah Christensen '
Scott Cimino ' Brad Coakley * Paul Cimk * Jennifer Cordila
Krista Cramer * DeAnna Cruickshank * Robert Curran '
Paul Cushing
* Marci Dahlgreii
" Allen Davis ' 1 eRoy Davis * Suvmnah Davis * Kim Dean ’ Steve Dmelli * Mike DiSanto *
Shelley Donohue * Cindy Dougherty * Romy Ducker * Iciurie Ivdelbrivk * Nicol T.lliol * Suzie Tmery
■ Amy Tnglish ' Debra Tnyeart • Michelle T./ekiel * Barbara T'enske * Megan F isher * Sally Tisher
* Dav id 1 . Torres! * Brian I ros! *
Paul F-aliy “ Hope Tanner * 'fina T'aulkner * Janma Teldhorn
■ 1 ynne 1 erber *
Deirdre F lynn * Warren (iorow iiz
“ Jennifer (iregoris “ Wendy (iriffia n '
Melissa (iritz, * Dav id (irundman ' Brent ll.illiK k * Jason llanchett * Jen Flansen
' Mike Harmon
■ Betsy FTirtley * Stacey Hattan * Marc Flaywixxl
‘ Cory FFeckerman * Pamela Hernandez-Pabon
• N.mcy Holtz • Jennifer Flowsman ' fodd Houldmg •
Jim Flouse * Dayna Hunt “ Steven Hyndman
Jennifer Johnson * Tiic Johnston * Kara Joses * Jennifer Kalkbrenner * Steve Kaminaka ”
Andy K.iulman ' Mikee Keeline ’ Michelle Kiess * Roy Killgore ’ Shannon King * Royce l.ambert
■ Scott 1 arrabee ’ Suzanne Farseli ' Joann Fee * FFeather F.ewis * M aryl.it/enberg “ I’aul ford
‘ Jim Mace * Heidi Marks * Sherman Mali ‘ Marytina Marshall * Firic Melio * l.ori Mendez.
" Cierri Meyers * Sheri McCampbell * John McC'lenahan • Chris McC'raw • Roberta McDonald *
* Tom Minetti '
Sandra Mixirshead * C'hris Mortensen
*
Dale Murray *
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Carrie Norman * lk>b Noyes • Mark Nyberg * Ron Nydain * Robin Olsen “
“ Cima Nobel
Rachel Oxley • Michelle Parada * Maureen Parr * I’atricia F’arrish ’ Scott F'arsons * Kimberly F'auley
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‘ Jeffrey I’ost * Dann Poston
* Stephanie Rainnote * Soma Ramirez *
Jeff Rasmussen
Cathy Rathbone *'
U irry Ratlibun * led R.ty * Melisstt Raymon *■ Monica Reis * F ora Richardson
“ Roger Robarge * Don Rogers * Katie Rixikus ’ Jcx; Sabol * Kurt Scluxtiiwald ' Kari Schweizer
^ D, Casey Sclar
* (iarret! .Scott * F.aDonna Seeley * Janice Selser * John Seitrini * James Shaw
• Stexe SluKkIey * I’eter Shore * (ia il Simmons * Naney Simmons * Susie Smith * 'ferry Smith *
Amanda Snell • Sarah Southall * Kirsten Starkey * Sarah Steinberg * Fori Store • Joan Strasser
“ Jared 1appero * Somchith rhipcixivanh * Rachel flux'iie * Jill Thomas * Amy Thomson “
Jerry Torigiani * Jill'Turner * Rila Tust • Deanna Uyeda * Tracy Volpicelli * Jennifer W'aneew icz
Julie W hitlow
*
FFallie W idlow
•
I'amiiiy Wilson
Betsy Watson * l.ori Anne Webster *
Wendianne Wissliack • August Wittenberg * (ie o ff Wong * Matthew W^xxls * Mike Zolins
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Order your college ring NOW
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AL L N E X T WEE
JUNE 8-13 9:00am to 4:00pm
LAST RING DA YS OF THE YEAR
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Congratulations.
Katie!
You graduated
before I did!
Who would have
thunk it?
Love, Jason
HELP WANTED
1 Would you hke to work for
yourself f
2 Would you like fo sef your own
hours?
3 Are you self-molivjiedf
4 Are you s bif of an enfrepreneur’

R I N G ™

E IG ^ rra l
B œ k sto re
to 230C(Cp

If you answered YES fo all of fhe above
you are |usf fhe person we re looking for'
As an American Passage Campus Represenlaliire, you will be responsible for
placing advertising on bulletin boards
You will also havetheopporf unity to work
on marketing programs for such clients
as Amercan Express, Ford and IBM There
are no sales involved Many of our reps
stay with us long after graduation For
more mtormation, call or write us at the
following address

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
21S Waal HarrtsM
Saaltla, WAIIÍH.4107

Hey, University Graphic Systems!
We're finally done. What a year!

CiassifieD
Fkrnlsf R^lng

V . <c
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ANTIQUE

CLERK WANTED

YOU CAN MAKE
A DIFFERENCE

2DAYS PER WEEK APPLY AT
ROGER DUNN GOLF SHOP
190 Station Way
Arroyo Grande 481-3866

APPLICATIONS FOR
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES'
SECRETARY AND SPECIAL EVENTS
DIRECTOR ARE AVAILABLE IN
UU217. FOR INFO CALL X5834

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.

HOUSE SALEIGRADUATING SENIORS!
EVERYTHING MUST GOIBEDS,COUCHES
TADLES&MUCHMOREISAT&SUN 10-4
1434 MARSH OR CALL 542-9135

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

FISH TANK
FOR SALE

I NEED GRAD
TICKETS

PM GRAD TKTS
4 SALE CALL
JEFF 541-6229
'¿iS•

Vi

s-^
<

KATIE KENNING
You made
Congratulations - ^ p p y

OWN ROOM AVAIL FALL 4 SUMMER
QUARTERS, FEMALE, HUGE HOUSE
NEXT TO POLY, FURNISHED, WASHER
4 DRYER CALL LORI 543-4238

Used Everex 286 computer IBM
compatible with printer 2.5 MB
of RAM 40 MB Hard Disk. $495
M.I.C.S. 543-7000

ROOM IN CONDO FOR FALL
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
$300+UTIL CALL CLARE 542-0512

76 HONDA TRAIL 90
75MPG $500 OBO 544-7036

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

eOHonda CX new paint,grt4school
$700obo HDHelmet new$70 5413119

Honda Elite Deluxe \5 0
AM/FM Stereo Runs Great Low Mi
$1100 OBO call Steve 543-7862

.

Scooter

Screwed Up The Window Screen?
Let A-1 Screen Fix It Cheap
Rates 543-2191

89 Razz $450 Like New 541-9083

LOW-RATE LOCAL W ORD-PROCESSING
GREAT FONTSI CALL MARY 481-5143

M O TO B E C A N E 10 SPEED
BEST OFFER
544 6121 PEGGIE

R 4R W ORD PROCESSING (Rona),
LASER PRTR.M-F 9am-5pm 544-2591
>.X
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Mac w/
Laser Printer. Laura - 549-8966

KA©

wishes everyone a safe and tun
summer!

Great House Avail June 20
Two Rooms Left Female.w/Washer
/Dryer.CHEAP Call 542-0727 Ask
for Julie
House for Rent
Summer Sublet
4 Bed 1 Bath
Rent June 15-Sept 15
Laguna Lake area
$700/month
Call 756-3986

SUMMER SUBLET
Pine Creek Condo
OWN ROOM
Call Jon 544 4476

SUMMER SUBLET IN COOL HOUSE
HOUSE HAS JACUZZI,BUILT-IN
BARBECUE WASHER 4 DRYER,
LOCATED NEAR MEADOW PARK
CALL BRIAN FOR DETAILS 542-9157
WANTED: ROOM IN HOUSE CLOSE TO
POLY Reasonable 9/92-6/93 541-0407

~ L G E HOUSE M/F

2RMS AVAIL SUMMER HOTTUB
WSHR/DRY CALL 545-9266 x4723

MUSTANG VILLAGE 2 MINUTE WALK
TO CAMPUS.LAUNDRY .HEATED POOL.
MARKET,PARKING,24 HOUR PATROL
AND MAINTENANCE.SHARED ROOMS
STARTING AT $185/MO. PRIVATE
STUDIOS STARTING AT $395/MO.
543-4950

PINECREEK
condo dramatic ceilings 2 br.
2 ba. Loft 2 car much storage
partially furnished Avsil 6-14
1185 FootMII «26 $1300 mo.
Lets taik 415-343-0590

AVAILABLE NOW.LARGE CLEAN AND
VERY QUIET.CLOSE TO POLY AND
SHOPPING CALL BARBARA AT 5434799 OR AFTER 4pm 543-7830

Room 4 Rent Walk To Poly 350mo-f 1/3
'util.4895812 avail. June Permanent

SMALL 7 UNIT COMPLEX
449 North Chorro
All Units Have Garages - Hardwood
Floors- Year Lease • No Pets
1 Bed • Avail. Now-$52S-on 9/1 $500
2 Bed • Avail 7-1 or 6-1 $650
Call Steve 543-8370.

1 BDRM APTS

STUDENT SPECIAL $300 1ST MONTH

77 RABBIT

REBUILT ENGINE - GOOD CHEAP
TRANSPORTATION-$1300 obo 544-7036

2 ROOMS FOR RENT IN LARGE
LAGUNA LAKE 4 BRM HOUSE $225
Per Month Per Room Call545-0695
ASAPH MALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN LARGE HOUSE OFF JOHNSON. $216
A MONTH. PLEASE CALL 545-8092

SUMMER WORK

1992 IFC ALL SPORTS TROPHY

CHAMPIONS!
P H IA P LH A C A L TAUIII

LK CONGRATULATES MICHELLE
TODHUNTER AND D en BILL BETETA
ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT!
IK SENDS OUT A WARM CONGRATS
TO CHRISTY GUERRO AND IN
GEORGE VANGELATOM-ON THEIR
ENGAGEMdiT!

Infl retail chain ,400 FT 4 PT
pos .temp 4 perm, flex hrs, no
exp. nec., will traini

Available for Summer
2 rooms in
Pine Creek Condo
Also 1 Summer/Fall available
Call Dan @ 408-629-9916

S T A R T I^ PAY RATE $10.25
C o l l i e Students: paid
internships possible and some
scholarships awarded. For info
on job openings in Alaska,
Hawaii, Washington, Oregon,
Northern Nevada, Idaho, Utah,
Montana, and Wyoming, Call our
24-hour Regional Placement
Directory to find the location
nearest you: (707)573-3510

CARHILL CONDOS 2 FEMALE ROOMIES
FULLY FURNISHED CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 541-3707 STARTS IN FALL
CARHILL CONDOS 2 FEMALE ROOMIES
SUMMER FULLY FURNISHED $150
A MONTH CALL 541-3707

.v« .v.

■4s

Found

Mountain Bike Handlebars
Call to idnantify after 6pm
____ _______ 541-9456____________
FOUND;American shorthair tiger
striped cat.Male, approx 3yrs old.
Very sweet. Tired of being a stray.
Need^s responsible owner. Please call
Betty Lacey 542-9956/544-8026

LÖST
Softball glove 5/16
If found, call 756-4293

SALES REPS
WANTED

CLOSE TO
POLY

Secure a iob for fall quarter

SHARE ROOM IN APT ADJACENT TO
CAMPUS.AFFORDABLE. INTERESTED?
CALL NELS 544-6097 OR LV MSSG

Mustang Daily Advertising
is looking for dedicated
individuals who want to gain
experience and earn $$$

If Intersstsd call Lee 756-1143
SUMMER WORK EARN $6200
Profssslonal Sales Training
EARN COLLEGE CREDIT
TRAVE TO NY CT and NJ
THE SOUTHWESTERN CO Call 549-7724

Wi
$ FOR GRAD TICKETS • I need
Tickets tor AM ceremony-will
pay cash call Kristin 546-3419

$425/MONTH YEAR LEASE
$450/MONTH TO MONTH
NO PETS WATER AND GRBG PAID
543-1871

STUDENTS

$70 OR BO
COLICH 4 2 CHAIRS
4 TABLE
CALL 541-9074

End parking
hassles!

Live next to Poly in own room
in large house with character.
Starting Summer/Fall 549-9652
FOR SUMMER OWN ROOM IN SLO
$240/Month OBO JUNAID 756-3088
GREAT FOR SUMMER! Own room and
bath in mobile home w / washer,
dryer.pool 4 hottub$200/month
546-0382

•<*' TMtsKKS 1C CALVIN,

T.H
TS.MÍ.L'WG
VuoOtCMEísD.'

Applications now accepted for
92-93 School yr 190 CALIF BLVD

CEDAR CREEK CONDO - UNIT 65-B
2BD/2BATH*Fumiehed‘Microwave
NEXT TO POOL*Laundry*Beautiful
1 Min. Walk to Poly'Go S#a!l
4 Person Unit*$1100/Mo.
Secure Your Place Now-528-1121

FOOTHILL HACIENDA APTS
(under new mgmt) 2Bd2Ba frnshd
Ibik to POLY 1 0 ^ LEASE 800@mo
CALL ALEX at 545-8078

SUMMER CONDO

2 ROOM 1 BATH Up to 4 Females
$l200/m o best quality housing
in SLO Joe 7 5 6 -^ 1 1 avail, now

N. CHORRO 295 «C
furnished.fits 4 o om forta^
rent negotiable Brian 545-7769

4BDRM HOUSE BIKE TO POLY QUIET
AREA $1150 253CRAIG WAY 5432643

SUMMER SUBLET
Own room in GREAT 3bdrm house
in quiet neighborhood $250/Mo
(2 rooms available) «542-0592

4BED/2BATH.LAGUNA LAKE.UPTO
SIX PEOPLE.AVAIL 6/15,$1275
CALL TO SEE 541-4350

Summer Sublet new 4 bdrm town
house rdose to downtown 5443623

AG STUDIO AVAIL JULY 1 FOR $325
XTIAN FEM -CALL MARY @481 -5143

Summer Sublet on LAGUNA LAKE
3BD,2BTH,Gardner,Fumished
Great Viewl$200/Person,546-9453

Alpha Chi Omega House
Summer Housing Tor females
$175/rTX> to share
Utilities Paid
behind health center
Maria 543-4215
AVAILABLE SEPT 4 BED HOUSE
1325 3 BED 1100 541-3770
CEDAR CREEK CONDO-BEST UNIT IN
COMPLEX 1 BLK TO POLY AVAIL
SUMMER QTR AND NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR $700/MO SUMMER.1 lOOtHiO
FALL - SPRING FURNISHED.POOL
541-3681 EVENINGS.
CEDAR CREEK FURNISHED CONDO
WALK TO SCHOOL 2BD 2BA POOL
REDECORATED.NEW FURNITURE
NEW CARPETING AVL SEPTI FOR 4
$255 PER PERSON 965-1775

FOR RENT

PINECREEK APT «26. STARTING
JUNE 15TH. CALL 544-6522
OWN RM 4 RENT $280 LAG LKE FM
ONLY AVAIL JUNE 15 544 2860

15
A PROBLEM’ j

Summer Sublet; Close to Poly
older male; not partiers
Call Paul 545-8615

S'

..... vis^Xv
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE

541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
0 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS

FOR SALE IN SLO.CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370-FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
CREEKSIDE 2BR 2BA CORNER UNIT
STUDENT CONDO SWIMMING POOL
RECENTLY REFURNISHED AND PAINT
NEW CARPET WALK TO COLLEGE
PRICED BELOW MARKET FOR
IMMEDIATE SALE 9651775 6830824
FOR SALE
HOUSING NEAR POLY
151 HATHWAY-3200 S F. HOUSE
3 5 BEDRMS ON LARGE LT BACKING
UP TO CREEK.......... $369,000

MU 8£
A CERTMN

500 HATHWAY-2 BEDRM PLUS DUPLX
$225/MO INCOME.......$319,000

STRlPtX WCSA’J-

274 HATHWAY-3BEDRM, 2 BATH
PLUS SEPARATE 2 BEDRM UNIT.NEW
ROOF $259,000

VctITN I

U

FURN CONDOS 3MA 3FE SUMMER/FLL
WSH/DRY-MICRO-UTS PAID WALK TO
CP $150SMR $250FLL TIM 544-8848

1 BD RM APT

2 fern needed each own room 4/2
Laguna house avail 6/20 thru next
year 300mo 549-9564 call Julie

$40^)00/YR! READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple
lik e /d o n i like" form. EASYlFun,
relaxing at home, beadi,vacations
Guaranteed paycheck.FREE 24 Hour
Recording Reveals Details.
801 -379-2925 Copyright #CA20KEB
Retail Sales/Customer Service

LAE

1

543-2636

1992-1993

For the best exchange this qtr
From GAMMA Committee

Ü

FREE RENTAL USTS!
1411 MARSH ST. SUITE 101
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MGM.

ROOMMATE NEEDED SEPT OWN ROOM
$265 ALL APPLIANCES FURNISHED
BIG HOUSE 4 YARD 543-3610

CALL US ..541-1962 OR 549-9805
W E IL CLEAN YOUR PLACE SO YOU
CAN WORRY ABOUT FINALS II

TERM PAPERS. SENIOR PROJECTS &
MASTER S THESIS. EVA 546-0867

CONGRATULATIONS
Phi Delt, AXn, A<P

/?

55 GALLONS - ALL EQUIPMENT
4 FRESH/SALT $275
CALL 542-9469

"CLEANING FREAKS"

FREF.
Conditioners,consult, anytime
at Delfink) II 543-5015
No Appointment Neceasaryl

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

Room ■•• Xbath for rent in apt.
Burbank near studios avail6/20
Great Rmmate area;pool4lndry
Rent includes all utils-$475
Call Cindi 8181-567-4989 or
Pam 545-8819 (Female only)

BOOK CASE/CABINET FOR SALE
NEEDS WORK - $15 544-7036

FOR 4PM CEREMONY
WILL PAY CASH
PLEASE CALL CHUCK
546-9966

G M A TG R E LSAT "
TEST PREP!

MOVING TO LA?

1214/1216 BOND-DUPLEX. LARGE
CORNER LOT. ONE BEDRM. STUDIO
ANDGARAGE........... $199,000
248 HATHWAY-OLDER 2 BEDRM AND
ATTACHED STUDIO $159,000
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT DAVID N. SLADE
PATTERSON REALTY
544 8662
LUXURY 1 BED CONDO NEXT TO
CAMPUS.$99.900. STEVE NELSON
FARRELL SMYTH R/E 543-8370

GAMEOVHI
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It wasn't just our job...
it was our wlnio damn liio!
M

U

DAILY

M usumo Daily would like to thank its readers and
advertisers ter making ns the mother ot all college newspapers

